Cell Phone Test!
Please follow these instructions carefully.
Step 1: Baseline Test.
Have the test subject standing in an open area with their feet about 1 foot apart. Then,
have them stand up straight and extend one arm out to the side parallel with the floor.
Note: Always ask if they have any arm or shoulder injury or if it’s sore before
performing this test. If one is sore use the other arm.
The Tester should stand to the side of the person being tested (never in front) and place
your hand, palm down, on the wrist of the outstretched arm with fingers pointing
towards the neck of the person being tested. Give the command "HOLD" and press down
on the arm slowly but firmly. Do not push down hard or suddenly.
The purpose of this "baseline test" is to check for a locking of the shoulder muscle. The
arm should be strong. You won’t need more than a couple of pounds of pressure to
notice the locking of the shoulder muscle.
Step 2: Using Cell Phone (Cell phone should be turned on and open if it’s a flip type
phone)
Duplicate Step 1 above, except this time, have the person being tested hold the cell
phone to their ear with their other hand, as if they were taking a call. The other arm
should be straight out, to the side as before, shoulder high and firm. Give the command,
"HOLD", and press down on the arm firmly as before.
You will notice that the shoulder muscle does not lock and the arm is weaker. The
electromagnetic frequency (EMF) of the cell phone causes this interruption of strength.
Step Three: Using Nutrazon’s New Functional Beverage
Have the Nutrazon Beverage ready for this part of the test. You put a small amount in a
cup to drink from. Duplicate Test 1 above, only this time have your guest drink a small
amount of Nutrazon first. Duplicate Step 2 above, standing straight, holding cell phone,
arm out to side. With your palm face down on the wrist of the outstretched arm, again,
say the command “HOLD" and press down with the same even pressure, as in Step 2.
The shoulder muscle of the person being tested should test strong and lock, as in Step 1.
Did you see and feel the difference? This test can be performed using any bottle of the
New Nutrazon.
NOTE: After drinking just one ounce of Nutrazon you will no longer be able to do a
baseline test on that person as Nutrazon has enhanced the ten factors (balance,
coordination, strength, flexibility, endurance, mental clarity, focus, calmness, recall and
reduction of stress) for several hours.
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